
 
 

 

 

 
 

Tel: +91-11-27667458, +91-11-27667747 
 

Ref: No. QUOT/2019/07                                                                   Date: 12/12/2019 

QUOTATION INVITING NOTICE 

Sealed quotations are invited for repair or change tiles of Hansraj College as per the 

following specification: 
Sr. No. Description of Item(s) Qty. 

1 Laying of tile of Size 600x600 mm having thickness 10mm with 5mm thick joints  

(With PVC spacer) including grouting of joints. 

 

175 Sqft 

 Providing & Laying Size of tile 600x600 mm having thickness 16mm and 10mm  

with 5mm thick joints  

(With PVC spacer) including grouting of joints. 

150 Sqft 

2 Providing and laying tactile tile (Linear/Button) (for vision impaired  

persons as per standards) size 300x300x15mm having with water  

absorption less than 0.5% and confirming to IS: 15622 of approved  

make in ivory plus shades in for/ indoor outdoors floors such as footpath, court  

yard, multi models location etc., laid on 20mm  thick base of  

Cement mortar 1:4(1Cement:4 coarse sand) in all shapes and patterns including 

grouting the joints with white cement mixed with matching pigments etc. 

 

100 Sqft 

3 Grouting the joints of flooring tiles having joints of 5mm widthx16mm  

depth, using epoxy grout mix of 0.70kg of organic coated filler of desired shade  

(0.10 kg hardener and 0.20 kg of resin per kg), including use of  

masking tape, filling/grouting, cleaning and finishing complete as per direction of 

engineer-in-charge for flooring of tile 600x600/300x300mm 

 

150 Sqft 

4. Providing and fixing factory made precast RCC perforated drain covers,  

having concrete of strength not less than m-25 of size 1000x450x50m,  

reinforcement with 8mm dia four no. longitudinal & 9 no. cross sectional  

TMT hoop bars, including providing 50mm dia perforations @100 to 125mm  

c/c, including providing edge binding with MS flats of size 50mmx1.6mm complete  

and repairing of side walls of drain if required, all as per direction of engineer in  

Charge.  

50 No. 

  
 

1. Sealed envelope should be super-scribed with “Quotation for repair or change tiles” and 

addressed to  

The Principal, 

Hansraj College 

Malka Ganj 

Delhi-110007 

2. Quotation should reach to the above address through Registered/Speed post or by hand 

latest by 23.12.2019 up to 11:00 a.m. and it will open on 23.12.2019 at 11:00 a.m. 

3. The unit rate for any item should be quoted without GST and the slab (%) or amount of 

GST to be mentioned therein.     



4. Any rate quoted by vendor without mentioning GST slab for any item, the quoted rate for 

that item will be considered as GST inclusive. 

5. Vendors who are applying for above quotation must have GSTIN registration and GSTIN 

no. to be mentioned on the quotation.  

6. The Principal may accept or reject any or all the quotation in part or full without assigning 

any reason. 

7. The Principal reserve the right to splitting the items to two or more vendor for placement of 

order. 

8. Payment Terms: Full and final payment will be made after successful completion of book 

binding work.    

9. All the payment will be made through RTGS/NEFT only. 

 

 

 

              -Sd-                                                                                                           -Sd- 

          Convener                                                                                                   Principal 

Development Committee                                                                                  Hansraj College 

 

 

Copy to: College Website and University Website 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


